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Title
 

:  ReMoved – short film 

Concept
  Self-capacities 

: Symptoms are adaptations 

 
Link
 

:  http://fstoppers.com/removed-an-incredible-film-by-nathaniel-matanick 

Recommended use
1. Show the video 

:  

2. Facilitate large group discussion 
a. When Zoe was living with her family, what was one of her sources of 

satisfaction? 
b. What did you notice during the scene when the police came? 
c. Why did Zoe throw the record player over the fence? 
d. What do you notice about Zoe’s feelings management skills: feelings 

management, sense of worthiness and inner connection? 
e. What happened when Zoe’s foster mother gave her the dress? 
f. What did Zoe think when she saw her foster mother on the phone?  What 

did you think? 
g. What did Zoe’s foster mother give her that helped her heal? 

 
Offered by

 
: Patricia Wilcox, LCSW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Title
 

:  Still Face – short video 

Concept
   

: Attachment / Attunement 

Link  :  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0eYE 
  
Recommended use

1. Show the video AFTER the 
:  

attunement

 

 exercise.  This is an amazing video that demonstrates 
the results of positive attunement and the dys-regulation that occurs when there is a break 
in attunement. 

Offered by
 

: Jason Kersten 

 

 
 
Title
 

:  Trauma and Behavior – short video (1 in a series of 4) 

Concept
  Vicarious Trauma – Part 4 

: Self-care – Part 4 

 
Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPftosmseYE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgT6oXkIeCg 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7hq9ujeIwM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwabWfky3Ro 

 
Recommended use:  
 
This is a 4-part series that concludes with “Advice for Struggling Care-givers” [Part 4] 

1. Part 4 of this series is a good way to end the training as it offers gentle reminders that our 
work is challenging, that we need to reach out for support and that the behaviors we 
experience frequently with those we serve are not personally directed toward us. 

2. The preceding 3 parts of the series also offer relevant material for use throughout the 
curriculum 

 
Offered by: Jason Kersten 
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Title
 

:  A Parent’s Guide to the Teenage Brain – short video 

Concept
 

: Brain Under Normal Conditions 

Link:  http://teenbrain.drugfree.org/science/index.html 
 
Recommended use: 

1. Great video that discussed the adolescent brain and how it develops with a particular 
focus on executive functioning. 
 

Offered by: Jason Kersten 
 

 
 
 
Title:  The Girl in the Window – short video and news story 
 
Concept: Trauma Framework 
 
Link:   http://www.tampabay.com/features/humaninterest/the-girl-in-the-window/750838 

http://videosift.com/video/The-Girl-In-The-Window-Horrific-Discovery-Of-Feral-Girl 
 
Recommended use: 

1. Use the first link to print the news story 
2. Use the second link for a video report of Danielle Lierow 

a. This is a great video that demonstrates the power in relationships to heal from 
significant trauma and neglect 

 
Offered by: Jason Kersten 
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Title: Attachment and Attunement – short video 
 
Concept: Attachment and attunement 
 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4yP9a-FVVU 
 
Recommended use: 

1. This is a short – 30 second video that would be useful if you are tailoring the curriculum to 
caregivers / professionals who are working with infants and toddlers that focuses on the 
power of interaction 

 
Offered by: Monique Cando 
 
 
 
 
Title
 

: Children See, Children Do – short video 

Concept
 

: Feelings Management 

Link
 

: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7d4gmdl3zNQ 

Recommended use
1. For use following the feelings management section of the training.  This is used as a 

catalyst to discuss the importance of being a positive influence and role model 
and to highlight how critical it is for us to stay regulated so that the children in our 
care can learn how to manage their feelings. 

: 

 
Offered by

 
: Monique Cando 
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Title
 

: David After Dentist – short video 

Concept: Trauma framework 
 
Link
 

: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txqiwrbYGrs 

Recommended use
1. Used during the trauma framework to show how a child can be socialized to ignore their 

own feelings and grow up then not to trust them or believe they are real, and how a 
nurturing care-giver is important in soothing the child through frightening or confusing 
experiences and teaches them to trust their feelings. 

: 

 
Offered by
 

: Nell Smith 

 
 
 
 
 
Title
 

: Fugitive Pieces – clips 2, 3 and 5 – short video (3 clips total) 

Concept
 

: Trauma framework – particularly in adulthood 

Link
 

: http://collider.com/entertainment/news/article.asp/aid/7763/tcid/1 

Recommended use
1. Show each clip and then discuss 

: 

a. Clip 2: Flight is the response to fear of abandonment by the current care-taker 
b. Clip 3: Description of phenomenology of how a trauma survivor is triggered later 
c. Clip 5: Description of how trauma survivors can stay very guarded against feeling 

feelings for most of their adult life 
 
Offered by
 

: Nell Smith 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 

Title
 

: Good Will Hunting – short video 

 
Concept
 

: Symptoms as adaptations 

Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpL3ncoK99U (failed therapists) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rq0apHW6Ezw (break up scene) 

 
Concept
 

: Therapeutic alliance / self-disclosure 

Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qM-gZintWDc (park scene) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hjm4a1-ratc (sweet imperfections) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jg_9FQk6UnA (when did you know) 

 
Concept
 

: Counter-transference 

Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSfxl1KI6y8 (the painting) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qM-gZintWDc (park scene) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hjm4a1-ratc (sweet imperfections) 

 
Recommended use

1. These are offered as different ideas but not recommended to be used all together 
: 

2. Review the slides for each section 
3. Show the clip 
4. Facilitate discussion around what was noticed, general reactions, what worked about the 

behavior or the therapist’s approach 
5. Note that some clips can be used to prompt discussion in several areas 

 
Offered by
 

: Michelle Kenefick 
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Title
 

: Fugitive Pieces – Feature Film 

Concept
 Trauma Framework 

: Symptoms as Adaptations 

 RICH 
  
Materials
 

: DVD: Fugitive Pieces & Worksheet with following questions 

Recommended use
1. For use as a refresher 

: 

2. Review major concepts of RC – symptoms as adaptations, RICH, trauma framework,  
3. Facilitate large group discussion using the following discussion questions: 

a. List some symptoms of trauma – physical/emotional/spiritual…  
b. List some of Jakob’s symptoms of trauma.  Did you find other symptoms from other 

characters in the movie? 
c. How might those symptoms be functional?  How might they be helpful – at least in 

the short run? 
d. How do the characters in the movie exemplify RICH?  Particularly Athos and Mrs. 

Serenou… 
i. Respect 
ii. Information 
iii. Connection 
iv. Hope 

e. How has trauma impacted the relationships between the characters in the movie? 
f. What were you thinking during the scene where Jakob has a nightmare and Athos’ 

reaction? 
g. Other feedback 

 
Offered by
 

: Michelle Kenefick 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Title
 

: The Perks of Being a Wallflower – Feature Film 

Concept
 Therapeutic Alliance 

: Symptoms as adaptations 

 RICH 
 
Materials
 

: DVD:  The Perks of Being a Wallflower & Worksheet with the following questions 

Recommended Use: 
1. For use as a refresher 
2. Have participants view the film 
3. Facilitator reviews the slides in the following sections 

a. Symptoms as Adaptations 
b. Therapeutic Alliance 
c. RICH relationships 

4. Facilitator leads a discussion using the following discussion questions: 
a. The movie addresses many issues that teens face as a part of their adolescence 

(social anxiety, dating, friendship, academic performance, teacher – student  
b. relationships, parent-child relationships, violence, depression, suicide, death, physical 

/ sexual abuse, drug abuse / alcoholism) 
i. How do Charlie and the other characters deal with these issues? 
ii. What symptoms as adaptations do we see these characters display that help 

them cope with these issues? 
iii. In each case, what underlying need do you think these behaviors meet for 

them?  
 
*** Participants are encouraged to write down the names of the characters who display the 
“symptoms” listed above or any other symptoms / behaviors the participants might recognize as 
adaptive. 

c. Considering our own population, what symptoms as adaptations do we see them 
display as a way of coping with these issues? 

d. How can we help our population deal with these issues in a more positive and 
healthy ways? 

e. A common theme throughout the movie was relationships.  Damaged relationships 
were the source of pain for many characters, and relationships were also the source 
of healing.  How can we use relationships with our residents to help them with some 
of these common issues? 

 
Offered by: Monique Cando 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
Title
 

: Antwone Fisher – Feature film 

Concept
 Sensitized nervous system 

: Trauma framework 

 Self-capacities 
 Symptoms as Adaptations 
 
Materials
 

: DVD: Antwone Fisher & Worksheet with the following questions 

Recommended use
1. For use as a refresher 

: 

2. Hand out the worksheet 
a. What potentially traumatic events did Antwone experience? 
b. What did Antwone learn growing up about what sort of world this is? 
c. What are Antwone’s assumptions about relationships? 
d. What does Antwone know about protecting himself? 
e. How do you think Antwone’s traumatic experiences affected his nervous system and 

brain? 
f. How did we see this in terms of his behavior? 
g. How did Antwone respond to separations from others?  Why? 
h. How did Antwone behavior when someone he cared about left, was about to leave 

or was giving someone else attention? 
i. What did Antwone think about himself?  Why? 
j. How did this image of himself come out in his behavior?  
k. What did Antwone think about himself?  Why? 
l. How did this image of himself come out in his behavior? 
m. What did Antwone learn growing up about how to deal with feelings when 

something went wrong? 
n. What do you think it was like for Antwone when he began to feel vulnerable feelings 

like sadness, fear and weakness? 
o. What do you think Antwone said to himself when his peers teased him? 
p. What do you think he was feeling? 
q. When he felt this way, how did he deal with the feelings? 
r. How did that help him? 
s. What steps has Antwone taken in the healing process?   
t. What further steps should he take? 

3. Review major RC concepts 
4. Watch the film 
5. Facilitate a large group discussion using the questions on the worksheet 

 
Offered by: Martin Smith 
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Lyrics  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
Title
 

: Hurt – performed in this clip by Johnny Cash 

Concept
 

: Self-harm 

Link
 

: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ur8j4xWe_44 

Recommended use
1. Present slides related to self-harm  

: 

2. Listen to the song 
3. Facilitate a discussion about the purpose of self-harm, the emotional state of those who use 

it to cope.  How does the song offer a different perspective on how to work with self-injury 
and our understanding of its purpose. 

 
Hurt by Trent Rezner – Nine Inch Nails 

 
I hurt myself today       Full of broken thoughts 
To see if I still feel       I cannot repair 
I focus on the pain       Beneath the stains of time 
The only thing that’s real      The feelings disappear 
The needle tears a hole      You are someone else 
The old familiar sting      I am still right here 
Try to kill it all away       
But I remember everything     Chorus: 
        What have I become 
Chorus:        My sweetest friend 
What have I become      Everyone I know goes away 
My sweetest friend      In the end 
Everyone I know goes away     And you could have it all 
In the end        My empire of dirt 
And you could have it all     I will let you down 
My empire of dirt       I will make you hurt 
I will let you down        
I will make you hurt      If I could start again 
        A million miles away 
I wear this crown of thorns     I would keep myself 
Upon my liar’s chair      I would find a way   
 
 
Offered by: Jebediah Hall  
 



 
 
 
 
Title
 

:    Shrek the Musical – 4 songs 

Concept
 

: Shame (self-capacity feeling worthy of llife) 

Link: Shrek the Musical (Original Broadway Cast). Available on Netflix, the public library, or 
purchase at http://www.amazon.com/Shrek-Musical/dp/B00BX8PG3Y  

 
Recommended use

1. Briefly review the whole trauma framework. 
:  

2. Remind them of the 3 self-capacities including feeling worth of life and that this is the place 
that we talk about the importance of shame and how powerful of an emotion it is with 
traumatized clients. 

3. Tell participants that you are going to use Shrek the Musical, a movie of the original 
Broadway cast, to talk about shame.  

4. Pass out lyrics for the 4 Shrek songs.  
5. Play video of song “Big Bright Beautiful World” (cue at 1 minute, 20 seconds) and discuss: 

a. How do our clients come to learn that they are monster-like? 
b. How does it show up in their behavior? (You need to terrify others or you’ll end up 

dead; hide  and stay alone; learn to be happy enough with being alone; alone is 
safe; develop attitude “f-you, I don’t need to be liked”) 

6. Explain that, in the story, Shrek ends up rescuing the maiden Princess Fiona and, despite his 
plan to deliver her to the evil Lord Farquaad and get back to his swamp, he surprisingly 
started to like the independent, outspoken, brash princess. And it appears she might like 
him. So he begins to dream that life might be different for him.  

7. Play video of song “Who I’d Be” (cue at 1hour) and discuss: 
a. What happens for clients when they begin to think they might not be a monster after 

all? 
b. What kinds of experiences can penetrate their armor in this way? 
c. What’s so terrifying about letting love and kindness in? 
d. Why do clients ever take the risk of entertaining that it might be different for them 

and they may not be a monster? 
8. Back to the story. So, put together a “shut in princess” with a “knight in shining armor” 

complex with an ogre with a history of abandonment issues and you know this relationship 
was not going to be a smooth one.  And, sure enough, when Shrek mistakenly thinks he 
hears Princess Fiona say the words, “who could love such an ugly beast” (actually, she said 
it not about Shrek), the door of hope that someone could love him slams shut. She decides 
to marry the King. 

9. Play song “Build a Wall” (cue at 1 hour, 38 minutes) and discuss: 
a. Why does Shrek have SUCH a strong reaction? How do you see this reaction in 

clients? What is at the root of the intense rage? (when ones takes risk to expose 
vulnerability and gets hurt, rage is more intense) 
(continued on next page) 
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Shrek The Musical - continued 
 

b. What can we learn about the nature of triggers for shame? (People expect to be 
rejected, so they are oversensitive to possible signs – almost looking for signs. 
Becomes self-fulfilling prophecy) 

c. What are the implications of these dynamics for treaters? 
10. But, once Shrek’s heart was touched by love, he couldn’t just forget about Princess Fiona 

no matter how hard he tried. In the end, he couldn’t ignore his heart and finally professes 
his love for the Princess moments before she is to marry the evil Lord Farquaad. 

11. Play “Big Bright Beautiful World” (cue at 1 hour, 51 minutes) reprise and discuss:  
a. What are the morals of the story for clients? 
b. What are the morals of the story for us as treaters? 

 
Big Bright Beautiful World Lyrics 
 
Once upon a time, there was a little ogre named Shrek, who lived with his parents in a bog by a tree.  It 
was a pretty nasty place, but he was happy because ogres like nasty places.  On his birthday, the little 
ogre’s parents sat him down to talk, just as all ogre’s parents had for hundreds of years before. Listen son, 
you’re growing up so quickly. Growing up, bigger by the day.  Although we want you hear, the rules are 
very clear – Now you’re seven…  Now you’re seven…  So it’s time to go away.  Your Mama packed a 
sandwich for your trip.  Your Papa packed your boots in case of snow.  You’re gonna make us proud.  No 
backing up allowed.  Just keep walking…  Just keep walking… and you’ll find somewhere to go.  It’s a big 
bright beautiful world, with happiness all around.  It’s peaches and cream and every dream comes true… 
but not for you. 
 
It’s a big, bright, beautiful world with possibilities everywhere.  And just around the bend, there’s a friend or 
two… But not for you.  You’re ugly son, which means that life is harder.  People hate the things they cannot 
understand.  And when they look at us, they tend to make a fuss.  Burn our houses down, and chase us…  
off our land.  It’s important that you find a cozy cesspit.  A place no one would ever dare to tread. 
 
And if they happen by, make sure you terrify them.  If you don’t , son…  If you don’t son…  Then you’ll 
surely wind up dead.  Good-bye!  Good-bye!  Watch out for men with pitch-forks!  And so the little ogre 
when off and found a muddy patch of swampland, far, far away from the world that despised him.  And 
there he stayed for many years.  Tucked away, and all alone…  which was just the way he  liked it. 
 
Keep your big, bright, beautiful world.  I’m happy where I am, all alone.  I got all I need, so read the stinkin’ 
sign!  Keep your big, bright, beautiful world.  I party on my own anyway.  Doin’ what I can with a one-man 
conga line.  Yeah, your big, bright, beautiful world is all teddy bears and unicorns.  Take your fluffy fun, and 
shove it where the sun don’t shine!  I prefer a life like this – it’s not that complicated.  Sure, I’m fated to be 
lonely, and I’m destined to be hated.  If you read the books, they say it’s why I was created.  But I don’t 
care, ‘cause being liked is grossly overrated. 
 
Who needs a big, bright, beautiful world?  I got my own little patch of the world!  It’s not a big, bright, 
beautiful world, but it’s mine!  Alone!  It’s mine!  And it’s mine!  All mine! 
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Who I'd Be  

I thought I'd be a hero, with sword and armor clashing looking semi dashing, A shield within 
my grip or else I'd be a Viking, live a life of daring while smelling like a herring, upon a Viking 
ship. I'd sail away, I'd see the world, I'd reach the farthest reaches I'd feel the wind, I'd taste 
the salt and sea. And maybe storm some beaches. That's who I'd be. That's who I'd be.  
 
I dreamed I'd be a poet, Write a different story,  
One that told of glory, and wiped away the lies and to the skies I'd throw it, the stars would 
do the telling  
The moon would help with spelling, and night would dot the 'I's  
I'd write my verse, Recite my joke, it'd fit in perfect timing.  
I'd share my heart, confess the things I learn, and do it all while rhyming.  
But then we learn. But then we learn. 
 
And Ogre always hides, an Ogre's fate is known  
And Ogre always stays in the dark and all alone  
 
So yes I'd be a hero and if my wish was granted  
My life would be enchanted, or so the stories say.  
Of course I'd be a hero, and I would scale a tower  
And save a hot-house flower, and carry her away  
But standing guard there'd be a beast, I'd somehow overwhelm it,  
I'd get the girl, I'd take my breath, and I'd remove my helmet.  
 
We'd stand and stare, we'd speak of love, we'd feel the stars ascending  
We'd share a kiss, I'd find my destiny  
I'd have a hero's ending, a perfect happy ending.  
That's how it would be  
A big bright beautiful world  
But not for me. 
An ogre always hides. An ogres fate is know. An ogre always stays in the dark and all alone 
All Alone 
So yes I’d be a hero, and if my wish was granted my life would be enchanted or so the 
stories say.  
Of course I’d be a hero and I would scale a tower to save a hothouse flower and carry her 
away! 
There are rules and there are strictures. I believe the story books I read by candle light 
Don't let me go, Don't let me go, Don't let me go 

A perfect happy ending, that’s how.... it.. should be! 
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Gonna Build A Wall 

I'm gonna build me a wall, I'll make it ten feet high.  See ya later pal, bye bye.  No one gettin' 
in so don't you even try.  A ten foot wall.. 
 
I'm gonna build me a wall, I'm gonna disappear.  What's the matter pal, am I not bein' clear?  
Can't you take a hint, am I getting through at all?  Just get outta here.. 
 
I was told the world would despise me.  So I should have known, I should have guessed.  I 
thought these two might be different.  Well now I know, they're just like all the rest. 
 
I'm gonna be what they want, I'm gonna be what they say.  Hey world, I'll do it your way!  
You're looking for a monster, it's your lucky day.  I'll be what you want.. 
 
What a fool to think she might love me.  I opened my heart and let her walk through.  She 
wanted prince charming, I wanted my home back,  How lucky both our wishes came true.. 
 
Gonna build me a wall, a perfect place to hide.  Hey world, stay on your side.  The best way 
to conquer they say is to divide. 
 
Gonna build a wall. 
Gonna be what they say. 
Gonna hide in my heart. 
 
Gonna build a wall... 
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Big Bright Beautiful World (Reprise) 

It's a big bright beautiful world 
With happiness all around. 
It's peaches and cream 
If a dream comes true. 
 
It's a big bright beautiful world 
With possibilities everywhere. 
If true love is blind 
Maybe you won't mind the view? 
 
I know i'm not the handsome prince 
For whom you waited 
I don't have a fancy castle, 
And i'm not sophisticated. 
A princess and an ogre, 
I admit, is complicated. 
You've never read a book like this, 
But fairytales should really be updated. 
 
It's a big bright beautiful world. 
I see it now, i'll let it in. 
I'll tear down a wall 
And clear a spot for two 
To be with you. 
 
Offered by: Steve Brown, PsyD 
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